
      Consider Reading

Apple (Skin to the Core) 
     by Eric Gansworth
We Are Not From Here (also in Español)
     by Jenny Torres Sanchez
When You Look Like Us
     by Pamela Harris
The Prom (also in Español)
     by Saundra Mitchell

Have Some Fun

Physical 
Action

Take a walk with a family member. As you walk, ask 
questions about your family’s history and culture. 

Creative 
Action

Create an identity silhouette. Draw an outline of the 
profile of your face. Inside the silhouette, collage or draw 

items that make you YOU!

Written 
Action

Write an “I Am” poem. Finish the following prompts…
I am _______________. I see _______________.
I have ______________. I try _______________.

 I dream _____________.   I am _(repeat first line)_.

Community 
Action

Go on a photography tour of your community. With 
permission, take photographs of places, people, or things that 

shape your identity.

Step 
3

Step 
2

Oct - Dec Identity

    Listen & Read

                       Where Are You From?
                        by Yamile Saied Méndez

Step 
1

High School

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qCvYhyaSLXx7NYwiSEwZ3s1SpEX70XDx/view?usp=sharing


Book Availability Summary

Indian artist and author Eric Gansworth tells the story of his life, his family, and his search for identity. 
Gansworth discusses the legacy of government boarding schools, the ramifications of his family 
being Onondaga among the Tuscarora, and the issues he has faced while trying to become an artist.

Three Guatemalan teens--Pequeña, Pulga, and Chico--are caught in the web of a local gang and are 
desperate to get way out. Pulga and Chico have witnessed a murder and must join the gang or die. 
Pequeña suffered abuse at the hands of the gang's leader Rey and gave birth to his child. The three 
close friends flee for the United States, desperate to seek sanctuary, and face a perilous journey 
across Mexico.

When Jay Murphy's sister Nicole disappears from their black neighborhood, everyone--including 
Jay--assumes she got caught up with her drug dealer boyfriend. Yet, Nicole doesn't return and Jay 
begins to worry. After the police dismiss his report, he decides to take matters into his own hands and 
begin the search for her.

When word gets around her tiny Indiana town that Emma wants to dance with her secret girlfriend, 
Alyssa, at the prom, the PTA threatens to cancel the dance, prompting Broadway stars Barry and Dee 
Dee to come to Indiana and fight the decision.


